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Announcements
❖ Francesca Lucchetti will be giving a guest lecture 

in CS 333 today.

❖ My remaining help hours:

• Friday: 3:30-4:30

• next Monday: 3:30-5

• next Thursday: 3-4



Study	Recruitment

Liz Maylin, class of 2024:

I am looking to hold short focus group sessions with students who are 
regular Tik-Tok users. The purpose of the focus group session is to 
understand search behavior on Tik-Tok. The session will be 
approximately 20 minutes long and participants will receive a $5 CVS 
gift card for participation. Your perspectives as regular Tik-Tok users 
would contribute significantly to our research!

If you're interested, please fill out this interest form. If you have any 
questions, please don't hesitate to reach out to me at 
ld102@wellesley.edu 



AI	Art	Generation	
Competition



Best	Image	In	A	Particular	Aesthetic



Best	Image	In	A	Particular	Aesthetic
Winner:	Johanna	Lee

cyberpunk,	impressionist	style,	dystopian,	robots	
everywhere,	animation,	nighttime	lights,	street



Best	Representation	Of	The	Story’s	Atmosphere		



Best	Representation	Of	The	Story's	Atmosphere

Winner:	Sana	Khan

Create	an	evocative	and	visually	
compelling	illustration	depicting	
a	key	scene	from	'When	Robot	
and	Crow	Saved	East	St.	Louis.'	
Capture	the	collaboration	and	
dynamic	interaction	between	
Robot	and	Crow	as	they	navigate	
challenges	in	East	St.	Louis.	
Highlight	the	setting's	
atmosphere,	the	characters'	
expressions,	and	any	notable	
elements	that	convey	the	essence	
of	their	heroic	endeavors	in	the	
narrative



Best	Background	Illustration



Best	Background	Illustration
Winner:	Emily	Hou	

cul-de-sac	street	view	with	many	mansions,	oak	trees,	
warm	dreamy	lighting,	smart	cars



Best	Illustration	Of	A	Character



Best	Illustration	Of	A	Character
Winner:	Johanna	Lee	

cute	oval	shape	robot,	with	colorful	propeller	on	
head,	cartoon	style



Best	Illustration	Of	An	Event	In	The	Story



Best	Illustration	Of	An	Event	In	The	Story

Winner:	Hsi-Er	Liu	

A	cute	robot	(blue	body,	purple	
mouth,	beanie	on	top)	is	going	
through	a	door	to	a	hallway	with	
small	rooms	on	the	side	with	a	
crow	perched	on	the	railings	
behind	the	robot.	Inside	some	of	
the	rooms	is	bedding.	Some	people	
crying,	children	and	adults,	lots	of	
clothing	all	around,	lots	of	plastic	
containers	on	the	Hloor,	a	person	
in	a	blanket,	a	person	coughing.	
Robot	gets	the	tissues	ready	to	
test.	Modern	city.	Watercolor.



Best	Foreground	Illustration



Best	Foreground	Illustration
Winner:	Fridah	Ntika



Best	Photo-Realistic	Illustration



Best	Photo-Realistic	Illustration
Winner:	Bella	Furst	

Tent	city	under	freeway,	cloudy	day



Best	Tepresentation	Of	Technology



Best	Representation	of	Technology
Winners:	Maha	Khan	and	Annie	Chen	

a	real	life	wide	shot	photograph	of	4	
persons,	robot	and	a	crow	all	happily	
working	together,	background	lighting	
and	robot	is	in	the	spotlight.	atmosphere	is	
hopeful	and	there	is	unity	amongst	people

	robots	being	helpful



Most	Creative	Prompting	Technique	

pale blue egg 
shaped robot 
perched on 
roof of 
History 
Museum in 
Forest Park in 
st louis 
missouri

A cute robot (blue body, purple mouth, 
beanie on top) is on the ledge, smiling, 
steam going out from the top of the robot, 
confused about its identity, words 
“friendship” and “representation” pop out. 
A young person (short and pink hair) is 
looking through chemistry notes, 
complicated molecular structures, many 
textbooks. A crow nearby looking at the 
robot and the young person. Modern city. 
Watercolor.

a human girl with short hair, woven 
into pink extensions in bright stripped 
clothes, writing notes on her notebook. 
Next to her is a cute, blue, small, egg-
shaped robot with a tiny rainbow 
propeller on the top. A tiny crow is on 
top of the trash can. Ghibli 
ANIMATION style, night, cyberpunk

Cartoon robot whose outward appearance is a 
mix of symmetrical poodle and cartoon turtle. 
Has a short, soft snout. Has a purple, dog-turtle 
mouth and cute cheeks. Overall cute. Consists of 
a ventral service trunk that is filled with sterile 
sheets that can be pulled out with a gripper 
contraption. Has a cute face and legs which 
makes the Robot seem friendly. Disney style. 
Negative Prompt: ugly box, scary, photograph

Generate a captivating illustration 
portraying the exhilarating moment from 
'When Robot and Crow Saved East St. 
Louis' where the Robot and Crow are 
soaring through the sky. Showcase the 
tandem flight, emphasizing their unique 
characteristics, the cityscape of East St. 
Louis below, and the emotions conveyed 
during this heroic and dynamic aerial 
scene. Capture the sense of unity, 
freedom, and purpose in their flight

Generate an image depicting 
a little girl arguing with a 
cute crow because they 
cannot understand each 
other. A cute pale blue egg-
shaped small drone with a 
propeller beanie on top is in 
the air and watching them. 
The style should be futuristic

Half of the screen on the left is at night, stars 
in the sky, 3 crows perched on the tree. On 
the right half of the screen is during the day, 
bright sun in the sky, crows bringing back 
food and some crows flying off in a group in 
the distance. Right in the middle is the back 
of a cute robot (blue body, purple mouth, 
propeller on top) looking at the crows with a 
dialogue box outside of the robot that says 
“Food here!” and “Enemy”. Modern city. 
Watercolor.



Most	Creative	Prompting	Technique
Winner:	Hsi-Er	Liu

Half	of	the	screen	on	the	left	
is	at	night,	stars	in	the	sky,	3	
crows	perched	on	the	tree.	On	
the	right	half	of	the	screen	is	
during	the	day,	bright	sun	in	
the	sky,	crows	bringing	back	
food	and	some	crows	Hlying	
off	in	a	group	in	the	distance.	
Right	in	the	middle	is	the	
back	of	a	cute	robot	(blue	
body,	purple	mouth,	propeller	
on	top)	looking	at	the	crows	
with	a	dialogue	box	outside	
of	the	robot	that	says	“Food	
here!”	and	“Enemy”.	Modern	
city.	Watercolor.



Most	Surprising	Prompt	

1 cartoon crow bird, 
1 cartoon robot, 1 
cartoon little girl 
with short hair 
Negative prompt- 
scary

23 flying crows birds in a 
blue sky and pale robin 
blue robot titanium oval 
flying egg with propellers 
on top of head flying

Create a wideview high 
resolution image of two 
beings, Robot and crow 
bird, looking down the 
decaying streets of East St. 
Louis

Depict a side angle shot 
of a cute pale blue egg-
shaped small drone 
with a propeller beanie 
on top talking to a 
human

In the old strip mall with gleaming counters and windows 
duct taped. On three chairs, a cute blue robot with a purple 
mouth and propeller on the top, a crow, and a person with 
short pink hair are sitting down. The person has a tube of 
medicine on one hand and has a black feather on the other 
hand, the person is sticking the black feather on top of the 
robot. The robot, crow, and person are happy, laughing, 
smiling. In the distant background, a person with purple hair 
and a prosthetic arm and three other people are putting 
things in test tubes and packaging syringes. Modern city. 
Watercolor.

robot, crows, human, talking

show me a photoshopped 
picture of a human with short 
hair woven into pink 
extensions holding a kindle. 
The human is coughing on a 
blue robot



Most	Surprising	Prompt
Winner:	Aeka	Tomita	

show	me	a	photoshopped	picture	of	a	human	with	short	hair	
woven	into	pink	extensions	holding	a	kindle.	The	human	is	
coughing	on	a	blue	robot



Harm	Reduction



Scenario:	Art	Generation

Stable Diffusion releases an image generation 
model trained on data scraped from the internet.



What	To	Do	About	Harms	
(as	a	technologist)



Option	1:	Don't	Build	It
If the potential harms of the AI application outweigh the 
benefits (or are unfairly borne by some stakeholders), the idea 
should not be pursued.



Option	2:	Limit	Access
Some tech companies have chosen to limit access to their 
models, claiming that they are "too dangerous" to release. 
For instance, OpenAI did not release the full GPT-3 model  
initially.

(But then... they did! For people who were willing to pay.)



Option	3:	Limit	Model	Capabilities
More recently, OpenAI released a text-to-image model 
that has a concerning capability to produce deepfakes. To 
mitigate this risk, they released a version trained on a 
curated subset of the training data where all images of 
humans had been removed.



Option	3:	Build	It	Differently
Some harms are avoidable if they are considered during 
the project design phase. This is what Microsoft's 
community jury model is meant to address.



Option	4:	Build	It,	But	Warn	Users
Many tech companies have opted to warn users rather 
than fixing undesirable model behavior.

Example 1: In 2007, Google's top search result for "jew" 
was the website of an antisemitic hate group. Google 
added a disclaimer that suggested users should search 
for "jewish" instead.

http://itre.cis.upenn.edu/~myl/languagelog/archives/004216.html


Option	4:	Build	It,	But	Warn	Users
Many tech companies have opted to warn users rather 
than fixing undesirable model behavior.

Example 2: OpenAI's GPT-3 playground warns that certain 
topics may lead to offensive completions:



What	To	Do	About	Harms	
(as	a	member	of	society)



How	can	we	contest	harms?
Much work on bias and interpretability is written for AI 
practitioners. But what recourse do we have as users when 
we are harmed by AI systems?

Algorithmic recourse: the systematic process of reversing 
unfavorable decisions by algorithms and bureaucracies 
(Venkatasubramanian and Alfano 2020).

 



Resist
✦ Refuse to build unethical technology
✦ Withdraw from unethical technology
✦ Sabotage unethical technology



Protest



Sue



Vote



Change	Public	Policy

Dr. Latanya Sweeney

While serving as the Chief 
Technologist at the Federal Trade 
Commission, Latanya Sweeney 
shaped consumer protections 
related to AI. Her topics included:

✦ Racial bias in online advertising 

✦ Mapping health care data flows 

✦ In-app purchases and young children 

✦ Cell phone data privacy 

✦

https://web.archive.org/web/20141104131259/https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/blogs/techftc/2014/09/online-ads-roll-dice
https://web.archive.org/web/20220121214903/http://www.ftc.gov/news-events/blogs/techftc/2014/04/transparency-establishes-trust
https://web.archive.org/web/20210606040721/https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/blogs/techftc/2014/03/mobile-design-20
https://web.archive.org/web/20210827234727/https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/blogs/techftc/2014/02/my-phone-your-service


Educate
Educate people about the role that AI is already playing in 
their lives. 

People can't make informed decisions about how 
technology should be used if they don't understand how 
it is being used.


